Information for Students and Faculty

Getting to Urbino from Bologna

If you miss the charter bus

Charter Bus
Students arriving at Bologna airport will have a charter bus available that will take you directly to Urbino. You need to arrive the date and time that was suggested by your faculty so that you travel as a group. The charter bus will not wait passed a certain time, thus, if you miss this bus you will have to get to Urbino on your own.

Missed Charter Bus
We suggest you have an American cell phone with you and contact us in order to let us know how you are planning to arrive and when.

Our cell phones:
Mirko Marinelli: +39 335 6868 641
Eugenia Esposito: +39 334 7052 864
Roberta Cossu Berte: +39 333 4076 114
Antonia Perreca: + 39 392 5757 101

If your flight arrives delayed or very late in the evening we suggest you have a back-up plan and spend the night in Bologna and travel to Urbino the next day. You should have a list of economic hotels in Bologna near the train station. The last train from Bologna to Pesaro is at 10:00pm, thus, if you cannot make this train you need to stay in Bologna for one night.

Note: It has occurred several times that student’s flights arrive the next day, or are delayed. Please do your research ahead for hotels to stay in Bologna, you never know and you might have to spend the night, so it is best you are prepared. You can do a Google search for economical hotels near the train station in Bologna.

From Bologna Airport
1. Aerobus shuttle or Taxi to Bologna Centrale (train station)
2. train from Bologna to Pesaro
3. Bus or Taxi from Pesaro to Urbino

Shuttle
Bologna Airport is located 2 hours from Urbino, it is a large, busy airport. Once you get check out you walk out to the main entrance and you take a bus/shuttle: AEROBUS, this bus runs every 10min. and takes you to the Stazione Centrale (the main train station of Bologna) the cost of the bus: 8 Euros.
**TAXI**: You can also take a taxi from Bologna Airport to Bologna Centrale, the cost is about 16 Euros.

**Bologna Train Station:**
From this train station you take a train that goes directly from **Bologna** to **Pesaro**, check departure time [www.trenitalia.com](http://www.trenitalia.com) or go directly to the ticket office, purchase and validate your ticket- This train runs every 20min and goes from 4:40am to 10:00pm, cost of the ticket depends on the type of train, usually price starts at 10 Euros and goes up to 20 Euros.
You get off in Pesaro, make sure you are paying attention to the stops since Pesaro is NOT the last stop.

**From PESARO TO URBINO:**

**TAXI**
Given the amount of hours you have been traveling, the fact that you have heavy luggage and that it is your first time traveling in Italy, we highly suggest you take a taxi directly from Pesaro to your campus in Urbino. The cost for the taxi is 55-60 Euros. Make sure you ask the driver how much the cost is before you take the cab.

First You have to pass by the reception at the International College to do the check-in (20 metres from your dorm, Casa della studentessa)

**Important Information:**

**Collegio Internazionale**: Reception
Collegio Internazionale
Vicolo San Filippo 2,
61029 Urbino (PU)
Italy

Tel. 0722-377 680 (the taxi driver can call this number if he needs directions)

From the reception at Collegio Internazionale, some one will give you the keys of your dorm at Casa della Studentessa and will take you there.

**DORM Address in Urbino:**
**Casa della studentessa**
Via Cesare Battisti, 18
61029 Urbino, Italy

**PUBLIC BUS**
As soon as you walk out of the train you walk towards the parking lot and there you will find the bus station. Look for **Adriabus**.

**Adriabus lines you would take are the following**
Linea 46 Speedy
Linea 46 Rapida

Bus line hours:
Bus hours change every semester, you need to take the next bus. However, the LAST bus from Pesaro to Urbino is at 8:00pm

URBINO
The buses will drop you off at one entrance of Urbino: Santa Lucia (parking lot) you will see crowds of students going and coming from all over Italy.

If we know when you are arriving then we most likely will be able to pick you up from the bus stop and take you to your campus. We need to know that you are on the bus, therefore it is important for you to communicate with us. If we cannot pick you up you will need to take a taxi.

Taxi: (may cost max. 6-8 euro) and have the cab drop you off at the dorm Building (Casa della Studentessa), where your dorms are located. You can share the cost of the taxi with other fellow students. This will probably be the first and only time you take a Taxi, but it may be worth it.

Most likely one of us will be at the reception, if not, the reception is open 24 hours and they know that you are arriving so you give them your passports and they will give you your keys.
**Getting to your Campus**
(Classrooms and Offices)

**Important Information:**
**Campus Address:**
(Above the multimedia library)
Collegio del Colle
Via Cappuccini, 15
Urbino, (PU) 61029
Italia

**GEV Srl**
*00 39 is Italian country code*

**Office number:**
+39 0722 327 348 (land line)
+39 335 6868 641 (Mirko’s Cell)
+39 333 4076 114 (Roberta’s Cell)
+39 334 7052 864 (Eugenia’s Cell)
+ 39 392 5757 101 (Antonia’s Cell)
Office hours 9-5pm

**Faculty Office number:**
+39 0722 351490

Emails:
[Mirko.marinelli@gevitaly.com](mailto:Mirko.marinelli@gevitaly.com) (Mirko)
[Roberta@gevitaly.com](mailto:Roberta@gevitaly.com) (Roberta)
[Eugenia.esposito@gevitaly.com](mailto:Eugenia.esposito@gevitaly.com) (Eugenia)
[Antonia@gevitaly.com](mailto:Antonia@gevitaly.com) (Antonia)
IMPORTANT NOTE:
If you arrive very late at night you must go directly to your dorm reception, at the Coleglio Internazionale building the security person will give you your dorm keys and show you the way.
SUNDAY TRAVELERS:
Sunday in Italy is a sacred day, dedicated to family and religious activities, therefore public transportation is very slow and not always available. If you travel on Sunday from Rome or Bologna to Urbino only one bus parts from Rome:

Departure Rome: 5:00pm
Arrive at Urbino: 9:30pm

From Bologna you would have to check the train schedule on trenitalia.com. The last bus from Pesaro to Urbino is at 8:00pm.

Travel Guides advice:

BRING a travel guide, this will save you time and mostly money. Lonely Planet is great for students. We have purchased several travel guides, including Lonley planet: Italy and Europe and Rick Steves’: Italy and Europe, but these are only to be used when you are in your studios.

For more information we have prepared a Pre-departure booklet, it will help you with the organization of your trip.